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Why is it so hard to make our computer systems safe from
viruses? Why are these systems so vulnerable to Trojan horses? Because the
security model they are built on is incapable of limiting access at the right level of
granularity. The fact that was forgotten (by non-capability practitioners) is that we
grant privileges to people and enforce access control on processes or objects. That's
why your email program can launch a virus; it runs with the privileges granted to you.
This talk is centered on a demo of CapDesk, our capability-based distributed desktop and application
installation/launching framework. CapDesk uses no passwords, no user group lists, no firewalls, yet supplies a
computing world invulnerable to viruses and Trojan horses. We'll show a web browser built on these
principles but with malicious components activated under CapDesk, and compare the results of the attack
with an attack on a Winix (Windows or Unix, it makes no difference) desktop using the same code.
CapDesk is built on E, our distributed capability language. Capabilities bundle designation with authority.
Capability practitioners have long understood the great economy of mechanism this bundling provides for
security programming -- benefits we experienced while building CapDesk. CapDesk additionally applies this
bundling principle to its user interface architecture, in order to provide similar benefits to our users.
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